
NounNounNounNoun



Noun

คํานาม (NOUN)

คือ คําที่ใชเรียกแทน คน, สัตว, 
People :   Human, Boy, Girl, Teacher, Doctor

Animals : Bird, Dog, Cat, Rat, DinosaurAnimals : Bird, Dog, Cat, Rat, Dinosaur

Things : Table, Chair, Watch, Glasses, Book

Proper Noun   : John, Tyme, Dao, Songhe, NuyProper Noun   : John, Tyme, Dao, Songhe, Nuy

Noun

, สิ่งของ
Human, Boy, Girl, Teacher, Doctor

Bird, Dog, Cat, Rat, DinosaurBird, Dog, Cat, Rat, Dinosaur

Table, Chair, Watch, Glasses, Book

John, Tyme, Dao, Songhe, NuyJohn, Tyme, Dao, Songhe, Nuy



Noun

คํานาม (NOUN)

คาํนามนบัได
(COUNTABLE NOUN)

Singular Plural

ไมเติมอะไร เติม s, es

A dog cats, watchesA dog cats, watches

Noun

(NOUN)

คาํนามนบัไมได
(UNCOUNTABLE NOUN)

Singular

ไมเติมอะไร

water, sugarwater, sugar



Noun

คํานามนบัไมได (UNCOUNTABLE NOUN)

accommodation, advice, baggage, behavior, bread, furniture, accommodation, advice, baggage, behavior, bread, furniture, 
information, luggage, news, progress, traffic, travel, trouble

- Can you give me some advice- Can you give me some advice

- There is much information inside the internet.

- I have a little news about the latest concert.- I have a little news about the latest concert.

- I need a loaf of bread.

Noun

(UNCOUNTABLE NOUN)

accommodation, advice, baggage, behavior, bread, furniture, accommodation, advice, baggage, behavior, bread, furniture, 
information, luggage, news, progress, traffic, travel, trouble

advice?advice?

inside the internet.

about the latest concert.about the latest concert.



Noun

คํานามนบัไดพหูพจน ( PLURAL COUNTABLE NOUN) 

people, police, poultry, swine, majority, minority, youth

- People are happy.- People are happy.

- Police suppress the protestors on the street.

- The majority agree with a new law.- The majority agree with a new law.

Noun

PLURAL COUNTABLE NOUN) 

people, police, poultry, swine, majority, minority, youth

suppress the protestors on the street.

agree with a new law.agree with a new law.



Noun

Suffix ที่บงช้ีวาเปนคํานาม

-ness (sleepiness)-ness (sleepiness)
-al (arrival)
-ance (distance)-ance (distance)
-ence (difference)
-cy (diplomacy)-cy (diplomacy)

Noun

-tion (accommodation)-tion (accommodation)
-sion (vision)
-ism (Buddhism)-ism (Buddhism)
-ment (development)
-dom (freedom)-dom (freedom)



Noun

คํานามทีม่าจากคําประเภทอื่น
From verb From adjective

to decide decision

to arrive arrival

to imagine imagination

able

deep

highto imagine imagination

to prefer preference

to differ difference

high

happy

beautiful

to recognize recognition various

Noun

From adjective From noun

ability

depth

height

child childhood

friend friendship

mother motherhoodheight

happiness

beauty

mother motherhood

brother brotherhood

star stardom

variety



ExerciseExerciseExerciseExercise



Noun

1. I don't have much ________ . Just two small bags.

Exercise

1. I don't have much ________ . Just two small bags.
1) luggage
2) luggages

Noun

I don't have much ________ . Just two small bags.I don't have much ________ . Just two small bags.



Noun

2. _______ across the world love freedom

Exercise

2. _______ across the world love freedom
1) People
2) Person

Noun

_______ across the world love freedom._______ across the world love freedom.



Noun

3. There is room for everybody to sit down. There are 

Exercise

3. There is room for everybody to sit down. There are 
a lot of _______.
1) chair
2) chairs2) chairs

Noun

There is room for everybody to sit down. There are There is room for everybody to sit down. There are 



Noun

4. The traffic today _______ bad.

Exercise

4. The traffic today _______ bad.
1) is
2) are
3) be3) be
4) being
5) were5) were

Noun

The traffic today _______ bad.The traffic today _______ bad.



Noun

5. I was surprised at her _______ of me.

Exercise

5. I was surprised at her _______ of me.

1) recognize
2) recognizing2) recognizing
3) recognition
4) recognizable
5) recognizes5) recognizes

Noun

I was surprised at her _______ of me.I was surprised at her _______ of me.



Noun

6. Many American are uncomfortable with ________, 

Exercise

6. Many American are uncomfortable with ________, 
and they tend to regard it in a conversation.

1) silence1) silence
3) silences
5) silently

Noun

Many American are uncomfortable with ________, Many American are uncomfortable with ________, 
and they tend to regard it in a conversation.

2) silent2) silent
4) silencing



Noun

7. Freedom is the ________ of our democracy

Exercise

7. Freedom is the ________ of our democracy

1) essence
2) essential2) essential
3) essentially
4) essences
5) essenced5) essenced

Noun

Freedom is the ________ of our democracy.Freedom is the ________ of our democracy.






